
DRIVE, DON’T FLY! 
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THE “DRIVE, DON’T 

FLY” – WINDOWS, MAC & LINUX Video Game 

1. In the related links section, click the Windows, Mac & Linux video game link. That will 

cause the magnet link to automatically download the file. 

2. To unpack the downloaded file, right click on the zipped file and click: Extract here, 

extract files… (depending on the software you use). 

3. Double click the “Drive, don’t fly!.exe” file to open the game. 

4. Enjoy! 

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THE “DRIVE, DON’T 

FLY” – A N D R O I D Video Game (.apk) 

1. In the related links section, click the Android video game link. That will cause the 

magnet link to automatically download the file. 

2. Click ‘Allow’ or ‘OK’, if a message pops up saying: “This type of file can harm 

your device. Do you want to keep it?”. Google has its security system that by 

default forbids downloading any type of files from third-party sites. 

3. You will then be asked to allow your browser, or the app you are downloading the 

game through, to download and install unknown apps. If you are not asked to do so 

automatically, go to your settings tab on the smartphone, either type “Unknown 

apps” in the search bar, or search for that setting manually. It will most probably be 

located in the Privacy, or Security tab, depending on the manufacturer of the 

smartphone. 

4. If, after all of these steps, you are still unable to download the game properly, try 

closing all of your active tabs in your browser. 

5. After doing these steps, the game should install just fine, and you should be free to 

enjoy our game! 

 

 

“DRIVE, DON’T FLY” -The Video Game 

When we were thinking about a fun way to educate our peers, the first thing that crossed our 

minds was a video game. We decided to develop a video game which will spread the most 

awareness among the younger drivers, the most common age group involved with violent driving 



and traffic accidents. Our game represents the simulation of what could happen in real life based 

on the decisions you make. You have multiple options to choose in a dialog with characters. Each 

option will have its impact on your story. There are various ends so try to discover all of them! 

 

 

  THE SONG 

On the road of achieving our goals of educating and raising concern about the importance of 

traffic safety, we decided to try to get even closer to our peers with writing a traffic themed rap 

song. The song itself carries a powerful message, presented through carefully written lyrics, 

wisely recorded and chosen video clips and a funky and catchy rhythm to round it all up.  

 

 

THE LECTURING 

Another one of our ideas was to connect with other schools in our region, and arrange free lectures 

for all the young drivers. We prepared everything, got in touch with every secondary school, and 

even prepared a special lecture for some of our primary schools. Sadly, the sudden Covid-19 

pandemic allowed us to perform only one lecture. Given the success that the first lecture achieved, 

it is really unfortunate that we couldn’t continue our work in the real classrooms, rather than the 

virtual ones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

    THE “DRUNK GLASSES” 

One of the attractions on our lecturing tour were the 

“Drunk glasses”. Drunk glasses are a line of training tools 

for simulating the effects of alcohol and drug intoxication 

without actually using these substances. Glasses can be 

used as an effective tool for teaching people about the 

effects of alcohol consumption on driving. They simulate 

five ranges of blood alcohol content: .06% or less, .07% to 

.10% or so, .12–.15% or so, .17–.20% or so, and the 

presence of drugs. 

 

When it comes to driving a vehicle, responsibility and awareness play huge roles. You need to be 

a rational and attentive driver for you and others around you to be safe. 

 

Possible consequences of not wearing a seatbelt: 

• Death – Not wearing a seatbelt can cause fatal injuries.  

• Injury – If you don´t use a seatbelt or don´t use it properly, this can result in serious 

injuries. 

• Stress – Car accidents resulting in serious injuries or fatal consequences are stressful 

and devastating. 

 

Drivers who speed are more likely to be involved in traffic accidents which may cause fatal 

injuries. There is no good reason for speeding! 



Some of the consequences of speeding are: 

• Speeding leads to an increase in the degree of crash severity, possibly resulting in more 

fatalities or injuries. 

• Decrease in time for a driver to notice a safety hazard and react to it. 

• Protection equipment such as airbags and car safety measures are less effective. 

• More damage is caused to the vehicles involved at higher speeds, increasing likelihood 

vehicle will not be drivable after a crash. 

 

 
 

 

 


